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PRIMARY SEDIMENTARY TREND INDICATORS AS APPLIED

TO ORE FINDING IN THE CARRIZO MOUNTAINS,

ARIZONA AND NEW MEXICO

ABSTRACT

Field and laboratory study of primary sedimentary fea-
tures of the Salt Wash sandstone was undertaken to learn if
these structures can be of use in finding hidden deposits
of ore and also if they have influenced the localization of
either individual ore deposits or larger mineralized districts.
The Carrizo Mountains area was selected as a test area for
the study. Field mapping consisted of mapping of sedimentary
features, collection of samples and analysis of relation-
ships observed among visible geologic factors. About 190
man days were spent in the field.

Results may be summarized as follows: (1) Trends of cur-
rent movement responsible for depositing the Salt Wash sand
lenses can be mapped by use of primary structures of various
kinds; (2) Patterns of trends determined at surface exposures
can be used to help predict location of hidden ore bodies;
(3) The large mineralized areas of the Carrizo area are loca-
ted in major bends or curves of the Salt Wash sand lenses
and are also in areas of abundant fossil plant material.
There is a less well marked association of mineralization
with areas near or at ancient stream junctions; (4) A sug-
gestion that stream patterns were influenced by old tectonic
features was noted. The inference is that ancient positive
and negative areas created in Paleozoic time were exercising
an influence on drainage during later time and are hence in-
directly respo sible for localization of large mineralized
districts (CA )

Several lines of investigation should be pursued fur-
ther. It is suggested that studies of drainage trends be
carried on in other areas with the aim of detecting possible
relationships among structural elements, certain types of
drainage patterns and mineralized districts. It is antici-
pated that such studies will be made in the next field season.
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INTRODUCTION

The Carrizo Mountains are located mainly in Apache
County, Arizona, with the eastern foothills in San Juan
County, New Mexico, (Fig. 1). The area has been studied
with increasing detail by Gregory, Stokes and Strobell,
(Gregory, 1917; Stokes, 1951; Strobell, 1952). The more
recent -studies have been stimulated and maintained by the
discovery and exploitation of uranium-vanadium deposits
in the Salt Wash member of the Morrison formation that
is widely exposed in the area (Fig. 2).

The present investigation, undertaken in behalf of
the United States Atomic Energy Commission, has a twofold
purpose, (1) to discover possible clues to extensions of
known mineralized areas or to covered ore deposits in the
Carrizo district itself and (2) to develop and test methods
of mapping sedimentary structures that may be helpful in
tracing favorable and unfavorable trends in the Salt Wash
sandstone in other districts.
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pedited the work. Thanks are also due Dr. D. J. Jones,
Walter Sadlick and D. J. Barrett who assisted with the field
mapping.
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STRATIGRAPHY

Sedimentary rocks ranging in age from Permian to Cre-
taceous outcrop in the Carrizo Mountains, but so far as is
known, only the Salt Wash member of the Morrison formation
contains uranium minerals in commercial quantities. The Salt
Wash has been intensively studied and details concerning it
can be had by reference to numerous published descriptions;
a lengthy description need not be repeated here. (See Stokes,
1944; Craig, et al., 1951.) The tabular summary (Fig. 3)
gives the chief characteristics of the Jurassic and Cretaceous
rocks of the Carrizo district and adjoining areas.

STRUCTURE AND GEOMORPHOLOGY

The dominant topographic feature of the area is the cen-
tral intrusive complex of the Carrizo Mountains which reach a
height of about 9,400 feet. The intrusive bodies have been,
in a sense, superimposed upon well-marked preexisting struc-
tures that were not fundamentally altered by the intrusions.
As a result erosion near the mountains has been guided largely
by the intrusions, but a short distance away the older struc-
tural elements prevail insofar as drainage and geomorphology
are concerned. There is little evidence of uparching of stra-
ta about the range, and the domidal uplifts on the eastern
flanks which were once supposed to be due to laccolithic bodies
at depth have been shown by drilling to contain no igneous
rocks at all.

Chief geomorphic fact with regard to the search for ura-
nium has been the production of wide benches, dip slopes, mesa
tops, cliffs, and thinly covered flats on or under which the
ore-bearing Salt Wash sandstone occurs. It seems safe to say
that this formation outcrops over a wider aggregate area than
any other formation in the area even though it is relatively
thin and of relatively soft sediments. Economically this is
fortunate since it means greater numbers of ore deposits are
exposed or lie within explorable depths than could occur un-
der other processes or stages of erosion. The excellent ex-
posures also provide almost unlimited opportunity for study
of gross or detailed composition of the ore-bearing rocks.

Exposures of the Salt Wash sandstone occur for the most
part in connection with two dominant land forms, namely, mesas
as questa edges. The mesa type of topography is prevalent on
the west and southern sides of the central mountain mass. Here
the Salt Wash caps numerous mesas and also forms the upper one-
third or one-half of the nearly vertical slopes surrounding
them. The lower slopes or cliffs of the mesas are formed of

7.-
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SYSTEM GROUP FORMATION THICKNESS (FEET) CHARACTER AND DISTRIBUTION

DAKOTA 0- 200 GRAY AND BROWN SANDSTONE AND SHALE;
SANDSTONE MESA CAPPING; WIDESPREAD

CRETACEOUS
LIGHT- COLORED CONGLOMERATIC SAND-

BURRO CANYON 50 - 250 STONE AND GREEN AND MAROON MUD-
FORMATION STONE; MESA-CAPPING

150 - 350 BRUSHY BASIN SHALE MEMBER

140- 270 WESTWATER CANYON SANDSTONE MEMBER
MORRISON

FORMATION 150 - 500 RECAPTURE SHALE MEMBER

SALTWASH SANDSTONE MEMBER60- 220 (CARNOT/TE-BEARING)

SUMMERVILLE 0-.400 RED AND GRAY SHALE, THIN SANDSTONE;
FORMATION FORMS SLOPES; THICKENS WESTWARD

JURASSIC a CURTIS 0- 250 GLAUCONITIC SANDSTONE,GREENISH SHALE,
FORMATION GYPSUM; PRESENT ONLY IN CENTAL UTAH

LIGHT-COLORED, MASSIVE, CLIFF-
ETAAFORMING SANDSTONE IN COLORADO

4 SADTE50 - 1,000 AND EASTERN UTAH; THICKENS WEST-
WARD AND BECOMES RED, EARTHY SAN

z STONE.

RED,EARTHY SANDSTONE IN COLORADO
CARMEL 0- 600 AND EASTERN UTAH; THICKENS WEST-

FORMATION WARD AND BECOMES GRAY AND RED
SHALE, LIMESTONE AND GYPSUM

Fig. 3---Generalized section of Jurassic and Cretaceous Strata in the four
corners area. (After Craig, 1952)

0
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sediments of the San Rafael group which on the whole are soft-
er and more easily eroded than the Salt Wash. At very few
places in the mesa country are higher portions of the Morrison
preserved.

The mesas are separated from each other by relatively flat
areas conforming to the top of the Wingate sandstone. Road
building to the mesas on the south and west sides of the moun-
tains has been difficult and there are several significant de-
posits not yet reached by road. Ore from several mines on the
mesas has been carried by chutes to the flats below. As a rule
the edge of the Salt Wash is well exposed and has no cover of
soil or vegetation to hinder prospecting.

The cuesta type of topography is developed in gently dip-
ping rocks chiefly on the east and northeast sides of the moun-
tains. The dip of the rocks is generally less than eight degrees
so that the ore-bearing beds are not carried rapidly to great
depths. The Salt Wash is exposed in wide benches because of
its superior resistance to erosion compared to overlying units.
Unlike the mesa type of country however the overlying beds lie
upon the Salt Wash and impose depth restrictions beyond which
drilling is not practical.

A peculiar type of land form evidently rarely produced in
nature is fairly common in the Carrizo district. This is the
so-called alcove. Prerequisite for its formation seems to be
the presence of two relatively resistant formations separated
by less resistant rocks none of which produce abundant talus
but all of which are resistant enough to stand in vertical cliffs.
There are no perennial running streams involved but short down-
pours of the thundershower type are.common. Erosion seems to
be most active on the vertical faces of less resistant rock be-
tween the upper and lower hard units. As a consequence the
upper layer, in this case the Salt Wash sandstone, tends to be
undermined and broken down by gravity at least as fast as it
is worn back by water running over the edge. Owing to the ef-
fective action of wind in removing the loosened rock fragments
little or no talus accumulates and the bare vertical faces are
exposed to continuous erosion.

Owing chiefly to the erratic disposition of hard and soft
lenses in the Salt Wash the temporary streams do not remain. in
well marked channels because they are constantly being diverted
by the inequalities of the criss-crossing beds of various resis-
tance on which they flow. This in effect means that the tempor-
ary streams are constantly shifted about on the surface and also
that they do not discharge over the cliffs at well marked points.
The net result of this combination of factors seems to be that

II.
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few sharply incised channels are cut into the Salt Wash. Once
it is penetrated, however, approximately equal slices of mater-
ial are removed concentrically from the point or line where it
was first breached. Great oval "scallops" or alcoves then de-
velop rather than elongate stream valleys of the usual sort.
Alcoves may be seen in many stages of development; older ones
merge into each other leaving sharply pointed finger-like rem-
nants between them, younger ones are elongate oval in outline.
(See figures 15 and 16 for outcrop shapes produced by alcove
weathering.) The absence of talus in the alcoves is of course
favorable for visual prospecting of the Salt Wash but the steep
cliffs that have formed are hazardous to climb and difficult
for road construction.
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PRIMARY FLUVIAL STRUCTURES AS CRITERIA
OF CURRENT DIRECTION

Statement of the problem

It seems safe to assume that a complex system of factors
is responsible for the accumulation of uranium and other min-
erals in the Salt Wash sandstone. The coincidence of these
critical factors or their proper succession in time and space
was not a unique or even rare event as shown by the existence
of thousands of individual ore bodies. It will probably not be
possible to detect, reconstruct, or duplicate exactly the con-
ditions under which an ore body formed and for the present at
least attention may best be concentrated on observable charac-
teristics which are found associated with known deposits. Much
work has been done to detect and measure some of the associated
favorable factors or signs (Reinhardt, 1952; Weir, 1952) and it
is not the purpose of the present discussion to evaluate those
already in use. It seems pertinent, however, to note that none
of the geologic guides reported in the references cited in any
way employ use of primary structures.

Granting that certain factors have been established as
being favorable or significant the next step is to detect what
general rules, if any, govern the distribution or pattern of
these factors. The purpose of this analyses would not be the
discovery of new deposits in the exposed outcrops for this phase
of activity appears to have been mostly complete with ordinary
types of surface prospecting. What is needed are usable guides
for subsurface exploration in covered ground and the present
investigation therefore aims to direct attention to features by

1/ Since frequent reference will be made to "channels" in the
following pages a note regarding usage is in order. The term
channel applies in a general way to any passageway or conduit
by which material is conveyed from one place to another. More
specific geological usages are: (1) The central part of a river
bed occupied more or less continuously by water, (2) An under-
ground cavern or porous zone followed by liquids such as water
and oil, (3) A route by which mineral-bearing solutions have
reached the place of deposition, (4) By extension, an abandoned
or buried watercourse represented by deposits of gravel or sand
such as characterize recent active streams. The last usage is
the one which the writer has in mind in this report but it is
obvious that the.second and third usages may also be involved
in the Salt Wash. It must be pointed out that the Salt Wash
channels do not usually have well marked contacts with surround-

13.
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which known surface or subsurface conditions may be projected
into unknown territory. In other words, the present study
deals not only with favorable signs but also with the projec-
tion of observable conditions, favorable or unfavorable, into
untested territory.

Ore bodies appear to have non-systematic distribution both
vertically and horizontally in the Salt Wash sandstone. For
this fact several explanations are possible: (1) There are
certain intrinsic characteristics which make one channel more
favorable than another channel;/ (2) There are certain fac-
tors common to some stratigraphic levels or "layers" of chan-
nels which make them more favorehle than other layers or levels,
(3) There are certain places in any given channel that are more
favorable than other places in the same channel. Field mapping
has revealed examples of all of the above conditions. There are
places where ore bodies occur along one channel through consid-
erable distances while adjacent channels are entirely barren.
The prevalence of ore in particular stratigraphic levels or
"rims" is well known, each district having certain rims that are
considered more favorable than others. Certain positions in a
given channel are recognized as being more favorable to mineral-
ization than other places, bends or turns in channels may be
more favorable than straight portions.

From the above generalities it is evident that primary
structure studies should have value in practically all mineral-
ized areas. In one locality they may be useful in sorting out
or following one certain channel which has proved to be ore-
bearing. In another place they may be useful in locating, in
any and all channels, those places where ore is more likely to
occur. It is not suggested that primary structures should be

ing sediments because the channel itself was built more or less
simultaneously with the surrounding flood plain. It has been
assumed by the writer as a convenient mental concept that the
lens-like sand bodies which were laid down in the more central,
rapidly moving part of the stream may be regarded as channels.
This might in some instances cover bars parallel with the main
stream but would exclude deposits formed on the flood plain more
or less distant from it. Since little- is known regarding the
complete three-dimensional form of the sand lenses of the Salt
Wash it is impossible to give a clear picture of the structure
of the flood plain. It seems logical to suppose that the indi-
vidual lenses vary greatly in form and dimensions and that the
flood plain itself might be fundamentally different from place
to place.

l4.



studied independently or at the expense of other well-founded
geologic guides but rather that they should supplement current-
ly used techniques.

The sand bodies of the Morrison formation should not be
considered as equidimensional even in plan view, neither can
they be considered as completely unsystematic in orientation.
In other words, they not only have one dimension longer than
the others but this long dimension has a preferred orientation.
The elongation and orientation are both due to deposition of the
sediments in belts or zones by rivers flowing more or less con-
sistently in a radiation pattern on an extensive sub-aerial
plain or alluvial delta. This delta'or fan had an apex near the
point where the Colorado River leaves Utah and with only minor
variations the trend is outward from this area (Craig, et. al,
1952). Any stream or abandoned stream channel has belts of
parallel, roughly similar ^ onditions as, for example, midstream,
bank and floodplain, each with its own characteristics. In some
cases these belts are short or discontinuous but nevertheless,
there is one dimension that is relatively much longer than the
others. This means that any specific condition is more likely
to continue (or be repeated) along the trend of the stream than
at right angles to it. Thus coarser material may be found in
the threadlike central part of the channel with finer material
in wider bands on the flood plain. Likewise, gravel or sand
bars tend to occur at more or less regular intervals along the
course of a stream especially if meandering is in progress. It
is realized that an ideal stream bed is bilaterally symmetrical
and that conditions on one side will be repeated on the other.

To make a specific point; it is believed that if the con-
ditions producing an ore body are found in a particular point
in a given channel those conditions are more likely to be re-
peated at a similar place in that same channel or at least in
a similar place in an adjacent channel.

15. PME-30+3
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DESCRIPTION OF SPECIFIC STRUCTURES

Ripple-Mark

Ripple mark is perhaps the most common primary structure
of sedimentary rocks. As used by most geologists the term
ripple-mark refers to a surface configuration of parallel troughs
and ridges produced by wind or currents of water on loose gran-
ular materials. Much has been written about the form, occur-
rence and uses of ripple-mark, almost 200 papers on the subject
written before 1924 were noted by Kindle and Edwards in their
paper "Literature of Ripple-mark" (1924).

Two chief types of ripple-mark are recognized, wave ripple-
mark and current ripple-mark. As the names imply wave ripples
are produced by the oscillation of water in wave action while
current ripple-mark is the result of the passage of a current
of air or water over a loose aggregation of granular particles.
Current ripples form in moving water and migrate downstream due
to erosion of particles on the upstream slopes and their accre-
tion on the downstream slopes. In wave ripples the crests and
troughs are usually symmetrical in cross-section while current
ripples display asymmetrical profiles with a short, steep down-
stream slope and a long gentle upstream slope.

The range of conditions under which ripple-marks are formed
is very great. They may form in loose dry material by wind ac-
tion or in wet material by water action. They may occur in
lakes, oceans, tidal flats or rivers and in fresh or salt water.
They may form under only a few inches of water or at depths of
thousands of feet in the ocean. Particles of all sizes between
boulders and clay can be rippled. The largest ripples formed
are literally thousands of times larger in all dimensions than
their smaller counterparts. Geologically ripple marks have been
observed in sediments ranging in age from Precambrian to the
present, in fact they have often been cited as one of the chief
evidences of the great principle of uniformitarianism.

Aside from the proof which ripple-mark offers for the sed-
imentary origin of a formation much additional information of
geologic importance can be gleaned from its study. Structural
geologists find the feature to be especially valuable in deter-
mining original attitudes of deformed beds (Shrock, 1948). From
the viewpoint of the paleogeographer much may be deduced from
ripple-mark regarding such matters as depth of water, strength
of current, and the direction of movement and transportation.
In the present study the deductions regarding current direction
are the most important. The fundamental assumption, based on
numerous observations, that ripples form at right angles to the

16.
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depositing current gives the possibility of determining flow
directions of ancient streams such as those responsible for
the deposition of the Salt Wash member of the Morrison form-
ation.

It is a matter of surprise that ripple marks are relative-
ly uncommon in the Salt Wash and have the least use of any fea-
ture in determining current directions. They are significant
only when taken in connection with other more meaningful types
of structure. No attempt has been made in field work to sep-
arate the information taken from ripple-marks from that derived
from other sources. Figure 4 shows a sample of ripple marked
siltstone from the Salt Wash sandstone of SahTah wash with the
inferred current direction indicated. An analysis of the sed-
imentary properties of ripple marked rock is included in a sub-
sequent part of this paper.

Rib-and-Furrow

The term rib-and-furrow is here proposed for a primary
sedimentary feature observed in the Salt Wash sandstone but
evidently not previously recorded in the literature. Superfic-
ially this feature resembles ripple-mark in that it consists of
parallel ridges separated by shallow rounded troughs. The mor-
phology of the markings and their consistent relationships with
such things as cross-bedding and lineation prove that they were
formed parallel with the direction of current movement and not
at right angles like ordinary ripple marks.

Figures 5 and 6 are introduced to illustrate the morphol-
ogy of rib-and-furrow mark. The feature is seldom as well de-
fined as ripple-mark and less amenable to photographic reproduc-
tion. The grooves and separating ridges are never sharply marked
or smooth but are broken and irregular chiefly from the fact
that the whole structure is made up of scale-like imbricating
chips of rock which by peeling and erosion usually produce an
uneven surface. The separating ridge between the grooves is us-
ually rather sharp but cannot be said to be continuous or well
defined. Average width from crest to crest is about 2 1/2 inches.
The groove is never sharp, being usually gently rounded. Sur-
faces marked by ribbing have been observed to be many square
yards in area and are inferred to be even larger. Individual
marks may extend for at least as much as 20 feet but the exact
maximum dimensions are unknown. Especially notable is the
straightness of the feature, there being no evidence of curving
3r anastomosing as is sometimes seen in ripple-mark.

17.
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Fig. 4- Specimen of ripple marked siltstone from the Salt
Wash sandstone of the Carrizo Mountains district,
Arizona. Arrow shows inferred direction of cur-
rent movement.
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Field relations indicate clearly that in some cases rib-
and-furrow is formed directly from ripple-mark, in fact the
presence of ripples may be a prerequisite to formation of rib-
and-furrow. Evidence for this consists in the observation of
numerous instances in which ripple-mark can be traced into rib-
and-furrow on the same rock exposure with the clear implication
that the rib-and-furrow has resulted by reworking of sediment
of the ripples. The initial effects may be crudely duplicated
on a small scale by drawing the widely spaced fingers directly
across a ripple marked surface so that the ripples are smeared
over and the marks made by the fingers begin to dominate over
the original markings.

The transformation from ripples to rib-and-furrow is evi-
dently caused by an increase in the velocity of the overlying
water. If this is true it forms somewhere between the stages
where ripples form and where sheet-like movement of the bed be-
gins.

Limitations of the present study do not permit a complete
analysis of the hydrodynamics of formation of rib-and-furrow
markings. It is obvious that the overlying sheet of water pos-
sesses certain regular or recurrent alternations of motion and
is not flowing smoothly In a uniform sheet. Attention is called
to the vortex movements described in connection with wind blow-
ing over water which is made manifest by the windrowing of sur-
face debris and utilized by sea birds in keeping aloft. It is
entirely possible that the windrowing effect at the air-water
interface is the same as that occurring at the water-sand inter-
face in a flowing stream or current. If this is so it may be
further assumed that the sheet of water is broken into inclined
vortices which travel parallel with the movement of the water
as a whole. The vortices would have to possess opposing spiral
motions so that a ridge of sediment forms between them.

In the Carrizo mountains rib-and-furrow markings are much
more common than ripple marks and as they occur at numerous
levels in all parts of the Salt Wash they have been very useful
in determining current directions. Beds containing rib-and-
furrow are usually less chan 1 foot thick and are assumed to
have been deposited under slowly moving currents in fairly shal-
low water. A possible mechanism of formation might the return
into the main channel of shallow, slowly moving sheets of water
after a flood.

Particles constituting rib-and-furrow have evidently been
subjected to a sort of winnowing or rocking movement and have
not traveled in straight paths during deposition. This is indi-
cated by the rounding and sorting which are discussed in more

19.
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Fig. 5-Exposure of Salt Wash sandstone showing rib-and-
furrow markings. Inferred current direction
parallel with long axis of Brunton compass. View
taken on northern edge of Kinusta Mesa, Carrizo
Mountains, Arizona.
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detail in subsequent pages.

Rib-and-furrow has been observed in the Moenkopi formation
of Triassic age and probably originated there in a tidal flat
environment through the movement of shallow sheets of water
which could not technically be called rivers. Since the Moen-
kopi is notable for the abundance of ripple-marks the relation
with rib-and-furrow again suggests that the two features are
closely related in origin.

Lineation

The term "primary current lineation" has been suggested by
Stokes (1947) for markings that "consist essentially of a stream-
lining or streaming effect of sand particles in relatively low
and poorly defined windrow-like ridges parallel with the current
direction. It is made visible mainly through the light and shad-
ow effects of slight variations in relief upon the bedding planes".
Figure 7 shows the nature of primary fluvial lineation as seen
upon fragments of hand specimen size. Figure 8 and 9 show the
feature as seen in the field. It will be seen that primary fluvial
lineation occurs upon thin laminations of sandstone or siltstone
in which the individual beds range from 1/4 to 1/2 inch in thick-
ness. The bedding planes are usually planes of weakness along
which the rock may be split in the manner of flagstone. Lineation
and lineated sandstone usually occur in beds up to several feet
in total thickness. Ordinary cross-bedding and lineation may be
seen in the same sandstone bodies but the lineation appears to
occupy the thinner marginal part of the lenses. Cross-bedded
laminations are usually curved and inclined, lineated laminations
are mostly flat.

Lineation appears to be very useful in determining current
directions in the field and in the present investigation of the
Salt Wash sandstone it has been second only to festoon-bedding
as an indicator of trends. As noted by Stokes (1947) "Current
lineation, at least megascopically, limits the depositing cur-
rent to two possible opposing directions and in this respect is
analogous to flow structure in igneous rock. Which direction
is the correct one must be ascertained by reference to other
evidence, usually current bedding".

Since the original paper on lineation was written the fea-
ture has been observed in a great number of formations ranging
in age from Pennsylvanian to Tertiary. In all cases the field
relations indicate formation in a fluvial environment or at
least under shallow sheets of flowing water. It has been ob-
served on the dry beds of streams after the passage of floods
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Fig. 6-Rib-and-furrow markings showing direction of
current movement. Specimen is from the Salt
Wash sandstone, Carrizo Mountains, Arizona.
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but only in very small patches. Similar markings can be seen
on sandy beaches where they are formed by the backwash of waves.
The last seaward rush of water leaves behind a faint lineation
that may be similar to that made by rivers. It is doubtful,
however, that these marine markings in their proper setting
could be mistaken for river features. The observations so far
available indicate that lineation forms only in shallow sheets
of water where the depth is insufficient for the lifting power
of turbulent currents to transport material but the velocity
nevertheless imparts enough energy to move the surface particles
perhaps in a solid sheet-like mass parallel with the current
flow. It would seem that the energy displayed is too great to
be generated within a thin sheet of water unless it was flowing
down a smooth strongly inclined surface as on a beach or was
pushed or thrown outward and forward from a deeper more massive
body of water as along the shelving banks of a river. The fact
that it has not been reported in the process of formation along
the banks of a present-day river similar to those of Salt Wash
time indicates the existence of some elusive factor not yet
evaluated. More study is needed and is at present in progress.
In the meantime there can be no reasonable doubt that lineation
is usable in the determination of current directions in fluvial
sandstones.

Festoon cross-lamination

Cross-lamination is one of the most conspicuous features
of sedimentary rocks and has been described and illustrated al-
most as much as ripple-mark. A complete analysis of cross-lam-
ination is not possible here but its importance has been well
summarized by McKee (1948) as follows: "The significance of
cross-lamination to the geologist is clearly different from that
of rock composition, which is primarily a feature of source or
origin, and from that of grain texture, which is largely a re-
sult of the mode of transportation".

McKee has proposed a classification and nomenclature based
on characteristic structural features rather than on supposed
or observed genesis. His study has not been published in its
entirety and so cannot be integrated with the present investi-
gation.

Although it is realized that several kinds of cross-lamin-
ation are found in the Salt Wash sandstone the present study is
concerned mainly with the most common and useful type, namely,
festoon cross-lamination. This type was first recognized and
named by Knight and is described by him as follows:
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"The Casper and Tensleep sandstones are character-
ized over several thousand square miles and throughout
their full thickness by a type of cross-lamination
which has been described as festoon cross-lamination.

"A detailed study of the various oriented vertical
and adjacent horizontal rock faces shows this type of
cross-lamination to be the result of (1) the erosion
of plunging troughs, having the shape of a quadrant
of an elongate ellipsoid, (2) the filling of the troughs
by sets of thin laminae conforming in general to the
shape of the trough floors, (3) the partial destruc-
tion of the filling laminae by subsequent erosion,
producing younger troughs. The plunging troughs are
symmetrical transverse to their elongate axial planes.
They vary in depth from 1 foot to 100 feet; in width,
from 10 to 1000 feet, and in length from 50 to sever-
al thousand feet. The axes of the troughs plunge to
the southwest varying through 120 degrees of arc lying
between N. 800 W. and S. 200 E. The average maximum
angle of the slope of the sides of the troughs is between
10 and 15 degrees. The angle of plunge of the axis of
each trough decreases rapidly away from the closed end
of the trough and the axis becomes a horizontal line
which is cut off by a younger erosion trough. The
superposition, one upon another, of a series of cut
off troughs gives, on a horizontal side face, a char-
acteristic overlapping or shingle pattern.

"Although the mechanics of the process by which the
troughs were eroded and filled is not thoroughly under-
stood, it is concluded that the same force operating
through varying degrees of intensity, eroded and filled
the troughs. The force is believed to have been oscil-
lating currents in comparatively shallow water." (Knight,
1930).

The same type of structure described by Knight is very com-
mon in the Salt Wash sandstone but on a smaller scale, the sets
of cross-laminations as developed in the Salt Wash being on the
order of 5 feet wide, 20 feet long and 18 inches deep. Chief
point of interest is that the formation of festoon cross-lamin-
ation must represent a fundamental type of action that is pos-
sible in flowing currents of water which may be very large as
in the ocean or relatively small as in a river. Festoon cross-
lamination has been seen in several formations other than those
described by Knight and Stokes and it is therefore assumed to
be geologically common.

A fundamental distinction exists between festoon cross-
lamination and all other types for it appears to be the only
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Fig. 8-Exposure of Salt Wash sandstone showing linea-
tion. View taken in the Tidwell mining district,
Emery County, Utah. Hammer handle lies along
direction of current flow.

Fig 9 -Lneated sandstone of the Salt Wash member of the
Morrison formation. View taken on the northern
edge of Kinusta Mesa, Carrizo Mountains district,
Arizona. Hammer handle lies along direction of
current flow.
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variety in which the space to be filled by inclined lamina-
tions is cut and immediately filled by the same stream during
a single continuous phase of activity. Other sorts of cross-
lamination occupy spaces created in a great variety of ways
and these spaces usually bear no systematic relationship to
the current which fills them. With festoon-bedding, however,
the direction of the prevailing current may be deduced not only
from the inclination of the individual laminations but also
from the shape and orientation of the troughs which they fill.
The shape of individual sets of festoon laminations is usually
markedly symmetrical, each set occupies a trough or "Scoop"
of definite ellipsoidal shape in which there is a relatively
constant ratio of width, depth and length. The symmetry and
shape of the individual sets is thought to bear an important
relationship to current strength, depth and velocity.

Since the present study is concerned mainly with the
problem of determining current directions a brief description
of techniques of measurement is appropriate. Figure 10 shows
the appearance of festoon bedding in the conventional planes.
Experience shows that measurements along the longitudinal pro-
file are difficult because of the necessity of distinguishing
apparent and true dip when the structure is not exposed along
the exact long dimension. Exposures on the transverse verti-
cal profile are meaningless for indicating direction for they
show confused and opposing inclinations. The plan view presents
the most easily measured aspect. Compass directions of the
estimated mid-line of a trough or of the line of junction be-
tween two troughs are easy to observe and are accurate enough
for the problem of current direction. Figures 11, 12 and 13
show the field appearance on longitudinal and horizontal ex-
posures.

Although investigation of the origin of festoon cross-
lamination has only commenced it is probably worthwhile to in-
dicate some preliminary thoughts on the matter. It seems evi-
dent that the cutting and filling of the scoop-like depressions
is accomplished in times of high water with the velocity and
volume near maximum value. Transportation of sediment is ob-
viously very active so it is logical to assume that festoon
formation goes on under turbid conditions and cannot be direct-
ly observed. This probably accounts for the fact that the
structure has not yet been noted by hydrologists in spite of
their many attempts to learn what goes ox in the bed of a tur-
bid stream and why the nature of the current action there is in
doubt.

The symmetrical scoop which is cut into the stream bed
strongly suggests vortex action similar to that of a tornado
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Fig. 10-Diagram showing festoon-bedding as it appears on horizontal, trans-
verse, and longitudinal planes. Arrow indicates direction of current
movement.
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on land. The filling laminae would then represent sediments
derived from further up stream that are dropped due to dissi-
pation of the vortex which picked them up. This supposed ac-
tion resembles the form of macroturbulence called "kolk action"
described by Matthes mainly from observation of surface phen-
omena of present day streams. Matthes (1947, p. 259) writes:
"Although kolk action is probably the most important macrotur-
bulence phenomenon in natural streams, the difficulties encoun-
tered in making observations in turbid water have caused the
subsurface mechanics to remain shrouded in obscurity". This
statement seems to be an open invitation to correlate what is
known about festoon-bedding from a geological standpoint with
what is known about the hydrological action of present-day
streams. A correlation of two lines of evidence may thus serve
to identify an important and widespread type of hydraulic ac-
tion which may never be observed directly because its performance
is obscured in the mysterious, dark and muddy bottoms of rap-
idly slowing streams. Since this interesting phase of the suo-
ject is not closely related to the present problem of determin-
ing trend directions it will not be further discussed in this
paper.

Field Mapping of Primary Fluvial Structures

The illustrations of each type of structure given in the
foregoing pages show the manner in which current direction is
derived by simple readings with a Brunton compass. The actual
mechanics of measurement, once understood, becomes relatively
easy with use. The chief difficulty is not so much the obtain-
ing of data but rather the selection and recording of it. There
may be such an abundance of mappable features that it is impos-
sible to record them all on a usable scale and still remain
within reasonable time limits. Thus the observer must constant-
ly exercise judgment and skill in selecting certain items as
significant and in disregarding other items as insignificant.
Even after much data has been arbitrarily discounted the quan-
tity of usable or significant material is still too large to be
recorded in detail on most maps and what is finally selected
may have to be an average of several readings or a composite
impression derived from evidence of several sorts. The problem
evidently resembles that involved in detailed mapping of igneous
features such as flow lines, cleavage patterns or joint systems
where each observation cannot be recorded and where a large part
of the evidence must be carried mentally by the observer and re-
corded as a mass impression. Perhaps the fact that so much
subjective error is possible makes the whole process of mapping
primary structure more or less inaccurate. The proof of the
method, however, lies in its use; actual experience in the field,
as detailed in a subsequent portion of this report, indicates
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Fig. 11-Cliff face showing appearance of festoon cross-
lamination in longitudinal profile. Direction of
depositing current was parallel with present
cliff face. View taken in the Thompsons mining
district, Grand County, Utah.
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that usable results are relatively easy to obtain. This has
been further proved by the numerous instances of Independent
observers working on the same horizon but on different sides
of a valley or mesa and coming to perfect agreement in results
when their areas are joined.

Experience has also shown that mapping of primary struc-
tures is possible on almost any scale from 40 to 50 feet per
inch in the case of mine workings to 2 inches per mile in the
case of areal studies. Maps of many different scales showing
primary structures have been made by the writer and it seems
evident that the fineness of detail to be included depends on
the scale of the map, the time available and the type of prob-
lem to be solved.
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Fig. 13- Surface of Salt Wash Channel sandstone showing
several curving festoons. Hammer handle lies
along Inferred direction of current flow. Same
locality as fig. 12.
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REGIONAL PALEODRAINAGE OF THE
CARRIZO MOUNTAINS AREA

Regional drainage in the Carrizo Mountains district during
Salt Wash time was toward the southeast except perhaps on the
southernmost edge where significant contributions were made by
northeastward flowing streams. This conclusions may be deduced
from what is known of the paleogeography of Late Jurassic time
when the dominating higher ground lay to the northwest, west
and southeast and the nearest seas were at the site of the pres-
ent Gulf of Mexico. More positive evidence for the dominant
southeast direction of flow has been gathered during the pres-
ent study of primary fluvial structures.

The fact that there was a well marked dominant pattern is
significant in proving that the Salt Wash fan or subaerial del-
ta had reached a stage of development when the depositing streams
were running almost entirely on a plain of their own construc-
tion and were therefore not confined by valley walls or greatly
influenced by pre-Salt Wash topographic inequalities of any sort.
They were, in other words, taking a route of least resistance
from source to destination. This does not, however, discount
the possibility of their courses being influenced by differen-
tial compaction of underlying beds or by slight movements of
tectonic elements. In general the pattern when taken in con-
nection with other information suggests that most of the Salt
Wash sedimentE were being supplied from a distant source north-
west of the Carrizo area. The bulk of the Salt Wash sediment
was gathered in the Great Basin area and debauched in one main
river onto the Morrison plains at a locality not far from the
point where the present Colorado River intersects the Utah-
Arizona line (Craig, et. al., 1952, p. 21).

For the Carrizo district it may be supposed that pre-Salt
Wash sediments were exposed not far to the south at distances
less than the apex of the Salt Wash fan, but this terrain was
evidently so low or so free from erosion that it was capable
of supplying relatively little run off or sediment onto the fan.
The bulk of the Salt Wash sediments which came to rest in the
Carrizo area were therefore transported many miles from their
source, perhaps ultimately from areas 500 to 1000 miles distant.
This must be taken into account in any theory which would de-
rive the ore minerals by erosion of preexisting sediments.
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DESCRIPTION OF INDIVIDUAL AREAS

King Tut Mesa and Vicinity

King Tut Mesa (Fig. 14) has a number of significant de-
posits of uranium ore some of which were discovered at the sur-
face by ordinary prospecting and some which were found by drill-
ing from the flat upper surface. The Salt Mash sandstone is
well exposed and crops out as a series of step like ledges
around the entire circumference of the mesa; it is also under
shallow cover across the mesa top. Many additional miles of
exposures are present to the north and south and these have been
mapped in order to show the central mineralized area of King
Tut Mesa in its proper regional setting.

Much attention has been given to sedimentary features such
as color, sand-shale ratios, persistence of lenses, logging
properties and other items revealed by the thousands of feet of
core drilling that has been done on the mesa. This information
is not available for reference in this paper but may eventually
be integrated in reports of Atomic Energy Commission geologists.
The present report is restricted to what has been discovered
regarding paleodrainage patterns in and adjacent to the more
heavily mineralized portions of King Tut Mesa.

Figure 14 shows the drainage trends as mapped during the
1952 field season. Disregarding details it can be seen that
the drainage entered the area from the northwest and left to-
ward the east and southeast in conformance with the regional
trend. This predominating trend is also evident for a long dis-
tance south and north of the mesa. The most significant fact
appears to be the shift within the area from a southeasterly
to an easterly direction. Thus the western and northwestern
outcrops on King Tut Mesa and also along Oak Creek to the north
show a clearly marked dominance of southeastward trending chan-
nels while the exposures at the east end of the mesa and for a
mile or so down Red Rock Wash are dominantly eastward trending.
Within the mesa there is evidence for this gradual shift in
direction; several well marked bends are visible in the chan-
nels along the edges of the mesa and on its surface.

Also noticeable is the indication of a number of strong
channels entering from the southwest. These trend more or less
directly into the strongly mineralized areas. Comparison with
Cove Mesa is suggested for there also is the suggestion that
the junction of two strong trends may be favorable for ore de-
position.

The amount of organic material present in the more heavily
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mineralized spots on the western portion of King Tut Mesa is
relatively very great and many piles of waste thrown out of
the mines and open cuts consist largely of sandstone filled
with plant fragments. A few trees are also known in the King
Tut Mine.

It is believed that the paleodrainage furnishes a logical
clue to the high degree of mineralization of this area. Two
interrelated facts stand out: the rivers here underwent a pro-
nounced shift in direction and the amount of organic material
is unusually large. This taken in conjunction with information
obtained elsewhere suggests that the bars, shallows, and ox-
bow lakes with associated flow patterns which occur in areas
where rivers make more or less rapid shifts in direction are
favorable places for the accumulation and growth of plants.
The concentration of organic material is in turn highly favor-
able to the formation of ore minerals. King Tut mesa according
to this line of reasoning is a well mineralized area because
processes of ancient stream flow localized there a rather large
concentration of organic material. Other favorable factors are
of course present but these are concerned more with the crea-
tion of specific deposits and not the larger district as a whole.

Northwest Carrizo Area

The northwest flanks of the Carrizo Mountains show a wide
exposure of the Salt Wash sandstone in which many deposits of
uranium have been mined. The deposits are chiefly exposed where
erosion has cut into the Salt Wash on the flanks of a north-
westerly-trending fold here called the ToAtin anticline. This
structure leaves the main mountain mass and trends northwesterly
for at least 15 miles until it loses its identity as a distinct
fold. Most of the ore deposits occur on the northeastern flank ,
a few miles from the junction with the Carrizo Mountains. Sev-
eral deposits have yielded hundreds of tons of ore but there are
many small mineralized spots of no commercial interest.

Along the zone where the dip flattens on the flanks of the
anticline the Salt Wash passes under a shallow cover of sand
dunes and alluvium. Ore deposits are exposed to the very edge
of the sand cover and additional ones have been discovered by
drilling through it. Territory beyond that already drilled is
considered to be favorable for the presence of ore deposits.

A study of the paleodrainage within this area was made with
the results shown on Figure 15. The regional trend toward the
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southeast is well marked, and in this instance is parallel with
the local structural alignment of the ToAtin anticline.

No significant relation to channel trends was made appar-
ent by this study in the case of the deposits which lie near the
axis or on the southwest flanks of the fold. On the northeast-
ern flank, however, there are well marked shifts in direction
which may have significant bearing on the concentration of ore.

The most heavily mineralized and important part of the
district is that surrounding the Rattlesnake mine. At this lo-
cality a distinct meander-like curve is present in the ore-bear-
ing part of the section. Trends entering the well mineralized
ground are mainly southeast but they change gradually eastward
and leave more in a northeasterly direction. The complete pic-
ture of this bend cannot be determined because of erosion of
some areas and sand cover of others. It seems reasonable to
conclude that the shift in direction involves a considerable
amount of territory toward the north and northeast under cover
and that this area contains deposits comparable with those al-
ready known.

The quantity of organic material in the form of fragmented
coaly particles and logs is relatively very great. Huge piles
of waste thrown out of the mines and open cuts is heavily charged
with organic material and limonite stain. The rather thorough
traverse of many miles of cliffs which was made in this and
other vicinities makes possible a rough comparison of the amount
of carbonaceous material in and out of the mineralized areas.
While it will probably not be possible to make an exact quan-
titative comparison no place seen in the northwest Carrizo area
contains more than a small fraction of the amount of organic
material found in the vicinity of the Rattlesnake mine.

An unexpected fact brought to light after the study of
trends had been completed is the relation of the change in
trends in the Salt Wash to the axis of the present ToAtin anti-
cline. Specifically the structural axis coincides with a dis-
tinct shift to the left (northeasterly) of channels of many
different levels throughout the entire area examined. This
seems to indicate that the forces responsible for bringing the
anticline to its present form were in operation as early as Salt
Wash time. The underlying crustal fracture may have been cre-
ated during the Ancestral Rockies revolution and it could very
well have been slightly active during many subsequent periods
of time. It is hoped that the problem of the relation of trend
patterns to tectonic features may be carried further during
coming field seasons because it appears to offer real hope that
many seemingly conflicting lines of evidence can be synthesized
to explain the origin of the larger mineralized districts and
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aid in prediction where additional deposits should occur.

Cove Mesa and Vicinity

Cove Mesa is notable for the large number of uranium de-
posits that have been discovered on the outcrops and by drill-
ing from the surface. The mesa is capped by a relatively small
remnant of Salt Wash having an area of about acres surrounded
on all sides by outcrops of older rocks. The west side is a
continuous vertical cliff in which the Salt Wash as well as
older formations are exposed. On the east side, however, the
outcrops pass under an alluvium and sand dune cover so that for
considerable distances the base of the Salt Wash is not exposed.
A road has been built to and across the mesa and over 500 drill
holes have been put down in a grid like pattern from the mesa
top. The results of the drilling cannot be given here except
to say that many ore deposits have been found.

A study of the current directions of the various mineral-
ized levels of Cove Mesa has been made (Fig. 16). Also in order
to evaluate the significance of conditions on Cove Mesa mapping
of trends was extended to include as much adjacent territory
as possible. This mapping includes most of Kinusta Mesa some
of Alcove Mesa and all of East and West Mesas. There are no
outcrops of Salt Wash east of Cove Mesa for about 12 miles so
it is not possible to know what the stream patterns were imme-
diately to the east.

The channel trends observed in and near Cove Mesa show
that it occupies the position of a pronounced curve in the pat-
terns of Salt Wash rivers. The shift from southeasterly to
easterly is well shown by differences in trend direction seen
on the east and west sides. Most of the lenses on the west show
a dominant southeasterly trend, those on the east show chiefly
easterly or northeasterly directions. At the south end of the
mesa the trends are predominantly toward the northeast. These
northeasterly trends seem to be related to lenses and channels
composed of somewhat coarser more friable sandstone with a pro-
nounced reddish cast and which is visibly different from the
type of sandstone common further north in Cove Mesa and else-
where in the Salt Wash. It seems significant also that the two
small mesas lying south of Cove Mesa also show this type of
sandstone associated with strong northeasterly trends. Although
specific differences in type of mineralization cannot be given
it is notable that the ore of the southern part of Cove Mesa
and of East and West Mesa is relatively higher in uranium or at
least in the visible signs of uranium.
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Two conclusions seem possible, either the northeasterly
trends represent contributions of water and sediment from
higher ground to the south onto and into the Salt Wash fan or
they represent deflections of the Salt Wash streams from their
normal southeasterly courses. The deflections might have been
caused by a local obstruction such as the ancestral Defiance
Monocline. Perhaps both ideas are partly correct. In any
event Cove Mesa represents a remnant of sediment from an area
where a pronounced shift in current direction was taking place.
It should be noted that the observations made on Kinusta
Mesa show a rather straight and continuous trend directly to-
ward Cove and that this same belt continues westward into Al-
cove Mesa. A scattered number of ore deposits seems to follow
this trend with the maximum density of mineralized spots along
the southwestern and western edge of Cove Mesa where the shift
in direction commences to make itself evident. Absence of
outcrops east of Cove Mesa make it impossible to say that the
change observed in the trend direction becomes more or less
general and consistent.

Regional relationships suggest that Cove Mesa may have
been near or at the point where a strong tributary coming from
the southwest joined the streams flowing from the northwest.
Just what significance this may have is not known but it is
entirely possible that chemical reactions necessary for ore
formation might be more prevalent where mixing of ground water
from two sources took place. A similar situation has been
noted at King Tut Mesa where a tributary or channel from the
southwest joins the dominant southeast trend in the vicinity
of well-mineralized ground.

Conclusions

Stated in simplest terms solution of the problem of ore
genesis consists of sorting out from a great number of factors
those which are common in mineralized rock and those which are un-
common or absent in unmineralized rock. Much work has been done
in comparing measurable factors within ore bodies with those of
immediately adjacent territory but not much is known regarding
differences between the larger mineralized districts and the
even larger areas which are almost totally unmineralized. Un-
til more is known about the larger unmineralized districts it
will be unsafe to say why they are barren or why other areas
are mineralized.

So far no significant petrological or sedimentary differ-
ences have been reported to occur in the large mineralized dis-
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tricts as compared with surrounding unmineralized ground but
broad inferences bases on such things as relation to structures
or igneous bodies have been made, (Reinhardt, 1952).

The present study indicates two large scale features that
are common to the three mineralized areas of the Carrizo dis-
trict: (1) relatively greater accumulation of organic material
and (2) relatively more consistent and well-marked shifts in
the fluvial trends of the mineralized districts. A third fea-
ture; namely, the confluence of drainage lines is present in
two of the districts and may be as important as the other two.

The importance of organic material in the formation of
ore bodies is a matter of dispute among geologists, the prob-
lem seems to have several aspects; is organic material essen-
tial to the formation of all ore deposits, and is it important
only when in conjunction with other factors which may or may not
be as important as the fossil material itself.

Opinion of miners, prospectors and geologists is almost
unanimous that ore bodies and organic material occur together
far too commonly for the association to be considered purely
accidental. The author is among those convinced that the lo-
calization of most if not all of the ore deposits in the Salt
Wash is governed by organic materials. The relation is similar
to that existing between oil and anticlines, not all anticlines
contain oil and oil occurs at places other than anticlines but
nevertheless it is still highly profitable to search for oil
according to the anticlinal theory. In the same way it should
be profitable to search for uranium by exploration of sites of
accumulation of organic material. It is quite impossible and
pointless to try to relate every known deposit of uranium ore
to clearly recognizable plant or animal tissue. The geologic
record is replete with evidences of the existence of organisms
whose actual organic constituents have been replaced or obli-
terated or have been transformed into mobile substances such
as gas and oil so that they have moved elsewhere. Likewise it
is impossible to explain why many accumulations of organic mat-
erial are not mineralized. It seems certain that the organic
material was original with the sediments in most cases and that
many accumulations were out of reach of the solutions which
brought in the other constituents needed to create ore minerals.

For the purpose of the present investigation it is there-
fore assumed that organic material is an important factor in
the localization of ore, in fact so important that any guides
leading to the discovery of large masses of plant material are
regarded as important to the exploration for ore bodies.
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The problem insofar as sedimentary structures are concern-
ed resolves itself to that of locating favorable sites for
plant growth or accumulation in the fluvial sediments of the
Salt Wash. Purely empirical evidence strongly suggests that
edges of channels are favorable and that curving patterns of
flow are likewise important (Stokes, 1952). There are other
reasons for believing in a cause and effect relationship between
the abundance of plant remains and curving patterns of river
flow. Ourving portions of recent rivers show complex aggrega-
tions of sediment composed of bars, filled ox-bows, scrolls,
and slack water deposits. In such localities logs are apt to
come to rest and in the less turbulent areas smaller fragments
also are deposited with the sediments. The growth of plants is
usually more luxuriant and covers a wider belt than in the
straighter sections of the streams.

It is planned to enlarge the studies mentioned above by
continued study of river patterns in the Salt Wash and to sup-
plement this study with observations of living streams. The
connections between the factors of river migration, relation
to tectonic and non-tectonic changes of level, growth and per-
sistence of "channels" and the production and burial of fossil
material may then be better understood.

1f6"
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